WE RESTORE AND BUILD RELATIONS

Sarajevo: towards the future
ing-marie munktell, ph.d, museum director, chairman chwb

The unimaginable becomes reality, already when we go from the airport into the city. Like
great monster the burned out shells of apartment buildings stand with gaping black windows. Every other building that is passed by has bullet holes in the façades. In spite of this,
the hillsides around the town are a lush green, the apple trees bloom and the Japanese cherry trees in the garden of the National Museum have just lost their pink gossamer peddles.
Soon, we learn that the beautiful mountain slopes with snow-capped peaks, far away is
mined and, for the foreseeable future, are inaccessible.
Now it is the spring of 2000 and for me, as a fairly new member on the board of Cultural
Heritage without Borders, it is my first visit to the Balkans since the end of the war in 1995.
We are a few Swedish museum workers (Per Kåks, Staffan Thorman, Tina Rodhe, Magnus
Dahl Bring, Ing-Marie Munktell) on the way to the National Museum in order to discuss
the future of the museum. How can the museum re-emerge and become a meeting place and
platform for peace and reconciliation?
We are told that the National Museum is more than a hundred years old and has survived
three wars. The greatest damage was done during the latest war. Back in 1993, the then head
of the museum was shot to death when he climbed up on the roof to look over the damage.
The physical damage to the buildings was substantial and the botanical garden was completely destroyed. The collections had to be brought to somewhere for safe storage. Later
during our visit we heard a heartbreaking story from the librarian Andrea who during the
war carried nearly 200 000 volumes on her back, down into the basement, only to bring
them up again once the war was over.
Cultural Heritage without Borders is already in place and participating in the restoration
of the buildings. Now we have to discuss how we can best help our Bosnian colleagues
with their daily work. Many hours were devoted to presentations of ”collections” and the
research that is produced from the collections. It felt a bit like a sort of “debriefing” after
the difficult war years. We soon learn that the collections (archaeological, ethnological and
natural historical) are not used in a popular or public manner and that there might not be
any interest from management to reach out to the community in this manner. In spite of
the fact that the museum has some 60 employees, about a third of whom are academically
trained, cooperation between departments almost non-existent. The museum’s single fax

machine is in the museum director’s room, giving her full control of the museum hierarchy
and of the museum’s contact with the outside world.
We sit in a room with no heat, with our outdoor clothes on and are still cold. How are we
to get our Bosnian colleagues to turn there gaze outward towards the surrounding society
and get them to focus on cooperation in such an environment. First we needed heat, technical equipment and other practical / educational equipment to be operational and to achieve
this Per Kåks got a number of Swedish museums to send several loads of surplus equipment
to Sarajevo. English language courses were another important tool that was necessary if we
were to be able to develop the operation.
In our presentations at this first visit we focused on examples of how, with simple means
and without great cost the museum can reach a wider audience. The undersigned appeard
as ”Viking mother Ingeborg” in a tableau giving our frozen colleagues a chance to warm
their hands by giving a round of applause. The purpose of the performance was twofold,
firstly that the dissemination of knowledge can and should be enjoyable and secondly that
to show that even a museum director must sometimes step down from the ”Ivory Tower”
and become part of the team. The role of a Viking mother came to follow me in a number
of workshops over the years in the Balkans.
We traveled home with the firm conviction that a ”mental shift” was coming and that
hope had been brought to the worn personnel. Now, as soon as the practical conditions improved, we had to help with business plan, communication plan, documentation plan and a
plan for the educational work. Leadership training and additional training of staff was also
important. Above all our Bosnian colleagues wished to do conduct field trips to other museums and other countries after, having for a long time, lived isolated from the outside world.

Years to come
There should be many visits to Sarajevo during the coming years and together with our
colleagues we sometimes took several steps forward, sometimes several steps back, for example when the funding from the Federation for such elementary things as heating did not
occur. The status of being a ”National Museum” also came in to question in the dysfunctional state that the Dayton Agreement created after the war. The educational activities
grew substantially during 2005-06 when the Swedish museum educator Anette Prior from
CHwB mission devised an educational program that reached out across the region. The
leadership training started by CHwB (2006) had effects both at the management level and
middle-management level. The Swedish psychologist Ulla Britt Fridell was able to get the
employees to know themselves and their strengths better. The main question turned out to
be very important to further development. The female manager we had met at our first meeting had no outward ambitions and did not give the impression of wanting to delegate her
”power” in favor of collaboration within the staff and with the outside world. Aisa Softic
who took office in 2002 had the desire to change and participated with great enthusiasm
both in leadership training and strategic planning. When Aisa Softic, in 2010, handed over
her position to one of her subordinates, a male archaeologist whose focus was on research, the museum fell back in its public development, and in 2012 the museum was closed
completely. During a visit to Sarajevo in 2013, I could see for myself, that the doors were
boarded up and in conversation with one of my Bosnian colleagues, who was in charge of
the ethnological collections (Lebiba Dzeko), I found out that she occasionally ”took care”
of her collections. Sadly, within the walls there is now a well-trained staff that has developed a modern view of what museums could mean for society, provided the State funds their
remaining open.

The National Museum in Belgrade
Museum Collaboration grew as exchanges between museums, courses and seminars came

about. More and more museums wanted to be involved in building civic-minded more inclusive museums. A call from the National Museum in Belgrade in 2002 to CHwB led to some
colleagues from the National Museum in Stockholm and I went there for a first inventory
of their need for assistance.
The National Museum in downtown Belgrade was, as it turned out, in a miserable state.
The roof leaked, the basement, where all the precious icons are kept, filled with water when
it rained heavily and the work environment was clearly a health hazard for employees. The
museum was closed for remodeling and the collections were in the meanwhile in danger. The
focus of CHwB’s work here became support for the staff, about 80 employees, one third of
which were academically trained, but called for assistance with management, educational
activities and assured management of the collections. But first, an inventory of the most
urgent needs and a report with proposals for assistance was sent to the Ministry of Culture
(Munktell 09/10/03). Also the leadership in Belgrade was crucial to how the operation could
develop. When Tatjana Cvieticanin became the director in 2003 the museum took a big step
forward. Together with a female ”leader troika” she took charge of the closed museum,
within a year all of the proposed improvements, made during the Swedish inventory, had
been made. For example, the icons in the basement no longer needed to bathe in water from
the street outside. It established joint venture between CHwB and Belgrade also brought
about a series of exchanges with Swedish museums in skill enhancement courses and training for staff members.
It was about exhibition technology, educational activities, museum ethics, preventive conservation, documentation and how archeology can be presented in museums as well as leadership development.
(Uppsala University Museum, Museum Gustavianum, Carolina Rediviva, Uppsala Art
Museum, Brother Hjort’s House and from Stockholm, The National Museum, the Museum
of Modern Art, The Museum of Medieval Stockholm, The Stockholm City Museum and
the Royal Coin Cabinet)
It was in Belgrade in November 2006 that the network for Balkan museums met to analyze their respective museums organization and development opportunities. No fewer than
11 museums were present. It became abundant that leadership is crucial to the desire to
change and also to how quickly the changes are implemented. The final summation showed
that the focus of a workshop, named ”Creative Leadership for the Future”, should be the
priority and that there was a need for knowledge of ”strategic planning” in the coming year
collaboration. At the same meeting a ”Female network” was formed, as it turned out that
the female managers and senior curators worked under worse conditions than their male
counterparts. Many of the male colleagues questioned the need for a separate network for
women, but the support has been important and continues in the support network ”The
Wild Ones” primarily focused on younger female leaders and management personnel in the
cultural sector in the Balkans.

Museum Collaboration and Networking
What came to be crucial for the CHwB museum development activities was Margaret
Huséns entry into the CHwB board 2005. Through her involvement a professional support
for both museum workers of the Board, Per Kåks and Ing-Marie Munktell, could be formalized. Spring 2006 the troika drew together 16 museum directors from the Western Balkans
to a meeting in the Museum Gustavianum, Uppsala. The aim was to determine how CHwB
could contribute to a network for cooperation between museums, a network that would
strengthen museums as meeting places. Many of the visiting museum directors had never
met before, some had not met since the Balkan War broke out. They soon found out how
similar their problems were and what joys we shared. There was a great willingness to cooperate and the foundations for a ”Western Balkan Museum Programme” / Regional Muse-

um Cooperation in the Western Balkans / was created. The following year all 16 museums
met again in Stockholm at the Natural History Museum to learn ”strategic planning” with
the lecturer Professor Peter Tirrell from Oklahoma University. And the women’s network
got to meet Swedish gender researchers such as Margaret Fahlgren and Birgitta Wistrand
from Uppsala University.
Now the business was started in earnest, reaching more and more museum workers, the
network took another step towards formalization at a meeting in Uppsala in 2010 and has
since 2014 become a reality as BMN Balkan Museums Network under the direction of the
Balkan museums themselves. Since the employment of the museologist Diana Walters in
2007 as the responsible coordinator, business has grown and been professionalized.
To be part of the development and to have participated in some 20 seminars / workshops
and to have followed colleagues who have risen after the war has been a great privilege. I
have received knowledge and insights that have greatly benefited my own work as the director of a museum and in my development as a human being.
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